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Optical setups for measuring the sequence of ultrafast optical wavefronts using a chirped pulse as a 
reference wave in digital holography are proposed and analyzed. In this method, multiple ultrafast 
object pulses are used to probe the temporal evolution of ultrafast phenomena and they are interfered 
with a chirped reference wave to record a digital hologram. Wavefronts at different times can be re-
constructed separately from the recorded hologram when the reference pulse can be treated as a quasi-
monochromatic wave during the pulse width of each object pulse. The feasibility of this method is 
















示す。ここでは中心波長 800 nm、パルス幅 10 fs のパルスを用い、参照パルスはそれに GDD




うに 1 ps の時間間隔の波面情報が良く再現されていることがわかる。 
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